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Yet another Spider caught in the ACT!
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President’s Page

Club Night Picnic
Wednesday 13th January 2021
To kick off the year, we are having our traditional Summer BBQ
At: Yarra Bend Park
Start Time: 6.30pm
Melway Ref: 30 H12
Enter from Heidelberg Road & look for the Club Flag!
BBQ facilities available
BYO: Picnic dinner, drinks, etc & don’t forget the Aeroguard
We’re also aiming to have a social game of boccé on the lawn and just enjoy an evening together.
No need to RSVP, all are welcome

Happy New Year to you all

Photo: Yarra City Council

Mandy Thompson
President,
AROCA Victoria
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Buongiorno Alfisti

January 2021

Congratulations for surviving 2020 and welcome to a, hopefully, better 2021 for all Alfisti.
This Notizie Alfisti includes an article by Bruce Baum titled “Andrea’s Alfetta” – an Alfetta that
has been in the one family for over three decades; a profile interview by Greg Smith, AROCA WA’s
Secretary, with Queenslander Peter Mathews, who became AROCA’s National Coordinator early in
2020; our regular Membership Matters column, also from Bruce, but with his Membership Secretary hat
on this time; a Register Update from the Register Coordinator, John Hanslow; a few photos from
several of the recent Register outings; and a few more Alfisti titbits from the interweb.
And after several frustrating attempts in 2020 to run another of the popular Alfisti Tours – both aborted
due to the intervention of CoViD-19 - Clyde, Leon and Peter have steeled themselves for yet another
attempt – “third time lucky”, they say! Below is a brief overview of the 2021 Alfisti Autumn Tour that they
plan to run through the Victorian High Country with a loop through the Snowy Mountains, scheduled for
10th to 15th March. Expressions of Interest to register for this event are invited – be quick.
We also have several “posters” at the end of the newsletter advertising some other upcoming events for
Alfisti: the Targa Florio Australian Tribute; ALFESTA 2021; and the RACV Alpine Trial Centenary.
Finally, check the calendar section below and watch the AROCA Victoria web site for the latest on events.

Log Book Covers - $20 plus postage:
AROCA members are offered custom made Australian leather log book covers bearing the Club’s logo.

If you have a concessionally registered Alfa, you will know how easily the log book can get damaged – so
why not protect your log book in one of these hand made covers?
Contact the President (president@alfaclubvic.org.au) to place an order for a log book cover.

Do you have an Alfa for sale, or maybe you Are Looking For Another? Tell us! Member’s Alfa ads can be
included in the newsletter at no charge. If you are selling, be sure to provide photos and VIN/Rego details.

AROCA Victoria’s magazine Cross + Serpent and this newsletter Notizie Alfisti are archived on
the Club’s website under the “Publications” tab.
https://www.alfaclubvic.org.au/publications/
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A Message from the Secretary
AROCA Victoria Annual General Meeting
The Club’s Annual General Meeting is proposed to be held on either Wednesday 10th March or
Wednesday 12th May (date to be confirmed subject to COVID-19 restrictions).
All committee roles become vacant at the AGM. Members interested in standing for any of committee
position(s) are encouraged to nominate. A Nomination Form will be available on the Club website soon.
Situations Vacant
A number of key club positions are currently vacant and Committee would like to hear from any members
that might be interested in “trialing” the job prior to the AGM. An email to the Secretary is all that is
required to express interest in any of the following:
Committee Roles:
•

Editor

Co-Opted Member Roles:
•

Social Media

•

Advertising Coordinator

•

Social Archivist

For information on any of the above positions, or to volunteer, please contact the Club Secretary:
Colin Edwards

M: 0409 739 833

E: secretary@alfaclubvic.org.au

Membership Matters … by Bruce Baum
Now that I have a set of comprehensive figures for 2020 to examine, there are a number of interesting
observations that can be made.
Firstly, AROCA (Vic) continues to be a very resilient organisation and has emerged from the problems of
2020 in a strong position financially and as far as member numbers are concerned. The effect of Covid19
on our membership numbers cannot be denied.
After a very strong start to the year, the story from August to December shows a number of single
members in particular, had reconsidered their financial position. This was borne out during a number of
my phone conversations with members, some of whom have recently renewed.
I hope the slight increase in Family memberships can be sustained in 2021 and that we can cater for the
interests of younger families. A challenge for the committee!

See the graph of the 2020 membership trend over the page …
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Membership Numbers 2020
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Over the last 3 years our membership numbers have remained very stable.

Year
2018
2019
2020

Single Memberships
645
655
656

Family Memberships
250
242
267

It seems to me that AROCA (Vic) has two major functions. One being the Competitions Events and the
other the Social functions and Sunday Drives. Once again it is really important to acknowledge the work of
Neil Choi and his team who patiently put in hours of work to cater for the motor sport side of things and
have maintained Alfa Romeo in a strong leadership position in this area. This definitely contributes to our
Club Memberships.
The lack of Sunday drives and other social activities during the worst of the Covid19 period has definitely
affected my role. Members have frequently said that they just haven’t had the chance to take out their
cars for a drive and have understandably felt frustrated by the isolation. The committee are planning to do
their best to rectify this in 2021.
The other major events are the Spettacolo, Alfisti Tours, Workshop Sessions and also the New Members
evening. Almost everyone is looking froward to Spettacolo 2021 and John Hanslow has this firmly under
his control.
Soon I will be contacting all new members for 2020 (and early 2021) and we hope to see as many as
possible join those existing members who come along for a chat. More details on dates and venues will
follow soon.
Bruce Baum, Membership Secretary
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Register Update … by John Hanslow
As we approached the end of the festive season, we had a chance to hold a few Club events.
Prior to the Christmas break in December, we held a number of social and register activities to meet
member demand. At that time, with the lockdown coming to an end, we organised several limited register
specific drives and general club drives for members. These included:
•

Sunday Club Drive to Daylesford

•

Sunday Club Drive to Emerald

•

Breakfast Cars and Coffee at Tiamo’s Café Restaurant in Carlton

•

Xmas display at Pantry Fresh Deli.

Unfortunately, we are again in uncertain times. While the lockdown is now over and we can recommence
our planned Club events, subject to what is allowed under law, the reality is that large group displays are
not COVID-19 safe nor compliant.
So, for the time being, we will continue to arrange as many of the Sunday drive events for small groups as
we can.
The main issue now is the number of people that are allowed to gather together as a group. However,
after the summer months have ended, we will be looking to host larger groups from March.
Please bear in mind that changes are coming into effect over several weeks, so please refer to the
calendar on the Club website for details and event updates.
For January and February, we again have a range of activities. Besides seeing some of you attending the
first Club Night in February or alternatively on Zoom, we would like to see you at the following:
•

Wednesday 13th January – Evening Picnic by the Yarra.

•

Sunday 27th January - Drive to Yea & back.

•

Thursday 25th February – Sunday 28th February Targa Florio Australia Tribute.

•

Saturday 27th February – Sandown Club Sprint.

•

Sunday 28th February - Lygon Street Festa

We also hope to organise a significant club display in early March 2021. Details in February Newsletter.
Keep up to date with Club events via the Calendar on the Club web site: www.alfaclubvic.org.au
Special thanks to the Club’s Register Captains who appreciate and welcome your support.
John Hanslow, Register Coordinator

E: Register@alfaclubvic.org.au
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News from around the traps
Giulietta Drive | Essendon to Kinglake | Sunday 22 nd November
Watch for Walter Pagano’s report on this event in the next Cross + Serpent. Meanwhile, here is a teaser
for what is in store …

photo by Walter Pagano

Peninsula Drive | to Balnarring | Sunday 6th December

Photo by John Hanslow
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Club Breakfast | Tiamos Café, Carlton | Sunday 20th December
A group of about a dozen hungry Alfisti arrived early on a Sunday morning in December at Tiamo’s Cafe
in Carlton for what is becoming a regular event – the AROCA Club Breakfast. The photos below show
members, occupying a number of appropriately distanced tables, all enjoying the camaraderie.

Photos by John Hanslow
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Andrea’s Alfetta
by Bruce Baum
It is quite unremarkable for me to encounter yet another passionate Alfa Romeo owner but in this case the
Alfa story centres on a lovely Alfetta which has now been in the family for more than 30 years. The car
has been owned by Andrea for about 5 years now and is driven regularly in the beautiful surroundings of
Tarrawarra in the Yarra Valley east of Melbourne.
A little while ago Andrea needed some help with her membership renewal and somehow, she began to
tell me about this much loved 1984 2L Alfetta sedan. Andrea’s father, Ian, was the proud owner of a green
Giulia Super when he found the maroon Alfetta and bought it from Alfa Motive, a dealer in Burwood in
1989. Ian’s love for the car may be understood better as Andrea told me that he rarely allowed anyone
else behind the wheel – it was his pride and joy. His work as a dentist in Greensborough meant a short
daily drive from Eltham or for family holidays to Point Lonsdale.
In his retirement I believe Ian and his dog both enjoyed short trips but over time the car and owner both
began to show some signs of age, possibly even neglect, and finally Ian is known to have told his
mechanic in Eltham:
“That’s it! I’m going to ditch the Alfa”.
Knowing how much the car had become to mean to the family, this was never going to be allowed to
happen and after Andrea took over the care of the car in 2015, a thorough program of repair was
systematically carried out. By February 2017 the Alfetta was looking and driving magnificently and has
been used regularly ever since.
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For around 2 years her son used the car to travel in and out of Melbourne from Tarrawarra for study and
work.
Despite its age this car still drives very well, the engine is lively and the suspension firm. It seems to me
that Alfas love the open road and cruising around the Yarra Valley really was fun – pure and simple.

I am indebted to Andrea for sharing this part of her life with me and the Membership.

Bruce Baum
Membership Secretary
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Profile of AROCA’s National Coordinator, Peter Mathews
[This article first appeared in AROCA WA’s Alfa Occidentale #44, published in January 2021.
It is reproduced here with grateful thanks to the author, Greg Smith.]
Peter Mathews was appointed as the National Coordinator of AROCA early in 2020. He took over from
Victor Lee, who had retired from the role after a long period of AROCA service.
Peter was born in Brisbane. He has spent his entire working career in Queensland, beginning in the
shipping industry, where he worked in operations and marketing roles with a large shipping agency for 11
years. During this time, he completed a part-time Bachelor of Business at QUT, and, subsequently, an
MBA at the University of Queensland. He next joined the Queensland Department of Transport. He later
moved into consulting at Touche Ross-KPMG, in organisational and operational consultancies.
In the early 1990’s, Peter worked in two Government Owned Corporations, progressing through senior
executive roles, to GM positions. In 2009, he opened a consultancy, “Workplace Edge”, with two
business partners. Today, he continues this business consulting in organisational/operational review,
change management, culture development, HR advisory, workplace investigations and in infrastructure
and regional economic development.
As the pandemic has continued in 2020, Peter has sought to ensure his business weathered the
decreasing level of work. Now, since lockdown conditions have eased, Workplace Edge is in a re-building
mode. He plans to stay with Workplace Edge over the foreseeable future, although he is gradually easing
over leadership to his business partner.
Peter is very enthusiastic about both classic cars and boats. When 10 or 11 years old, in the mid 1960s,
Peter’s cousin owned a mid-blue Fiat 1500. They sometimes also went to the Lakeside Track to watch
car racing, which also spurred his auto interests.
At times, at school during his teenage years, Peter would quietly design cars and boats. Various of his
school friends’ parents also owned interesting cars. The father of one owned a gun metal grey Mark 2
Jaguar as well as an S-type. Peter was very attracted to these cars and to the Jaguar marque.
However, Peter’s automotive interests became directed towards Alfa Romeo after viewing the movie “The
Graduate”, in which a young Dustin Hoffman drove an Alfa Duetto Spider pretty much everywhere. At the
Brisbane showrooms of the auto dealer, John French, during the 1970s, Peter would often visit just to look
at a GTV 2000 or an Alfa Spider, although they were both beyond his budget at the time.

Peter’s blue Alfasud ti, seen in the late 1970s.
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In the end, in 1977, he began his Alfa Romeo ownership experience, but with an Alfa Sud TI. However,
after the third wash of his new Sud, he began to notice orange spots emerging. He recognised that rust
on the car’s shell had been painted over. After debate and negotiation with his Alfa dealer, he was able to
exchange the white Sud for a navy-blue car. This second Alfa didn’t dissolve as quickly, and Peter had a
wonderful six years enjoying every aspect of the Alfa Romeo marque.
After marrying and becoming the sensible parent of young children, Peter’s Alfa ownership temporarily
ended. For a while he mostly drove company-owned cars. Perhaps that was not so exciting, but it made
for good economics.
Peter did not return to Alfa ownership until 1996, after his kids had reached a certain age. He purchased
a white Alfa Spider 2000 from AROCA QLD member, Rowan Jackson. This well sorted example had a
great smell and feel, plus the beautiful 105 spider driving experience. In 2001, however, he eventually
sold the Spider and then spent another Alfa-less period.
Peter mentioned how he prefers a Toyota Prado as his daily driver. In fact, he now owns his 5 th Prado!
The various Alfas he has owned all were used for social and fun driving. Business driving requires a
larger SUV with its reliability and ruggedness, especially for rural and on the beach travel, he says.
Nonetheless, Peter’s auto interests continue to involve old Alfas. He is passionate about the brand,
although he does note that Alfa’s somewhat chequered history in Queensland may have led to difficulty
for the marque. He fears that, in Queensland at least, it hasn’t been easy in recent years for Alfa to
release models and then to provide the right level of service and local support for its customers across his
state. Sadly, FCA only has one dealer in Queensland at present which is in Noosa on the Sunshine
Coast. These days, there is no Alfa dealer in Brisbane or the Gold Coast. That is a disappointment and a
serious missing element for Alfa in Queensland, he notes.

1974 Alfa Spider 2000 Veloce

Queensland auto buyers have made consequent shifts with a number moving from the vision of owning a
new Alfa towards purchasing German cars. While Peter confesses that he has looked at both the Stelvio
and Giulia, given the level of after-sales support locally available, finally, he decided to choose German
and Japanese cars for his daily driving needs.
Nonetheless, Peter enthusiastically notes that he has owned some great Alfas. In 2010, he decided to
return to owning an Alfa after his life changing experience of recovering from testicular cancer. He
decided that he wanted another Alfa spider. Eventually, he found one available in Canberra.
AROCA Victoria web: https://alfaclubvic.org.au/
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Peter & Robyn-Ann on Mt Wellington in a blizzard

The urge to buy another spider, came from a run in
his old spider which he sold to a friend in Brisbane.
Peter said it was the smell of the car, which is quite
unique in each old Alfa, that re-kindled the passion
and desire to have another one.
Early in 2012, Peter and his wife took their spider down to Tasmania to participate at the Turismo
Tasmania tour held there that year. We both recalled that Peter and I had met there when we had driven
our spiders in Tassie where we both greatly enjoyed Mark Baigent’s Turismo Tasmania. Peter regards
“Turismo Tasmania” as one of his greatest Alfa highlights. It was an absolutely wonderful event, he says,
and it was so well organised. He recalls driving up Mt Wellington with the roof down while it was fine,
only to find a snow blizzard at the top! Additionally, driving down from Launceston to Hobart, they drove
with the roof down but with sleet on the windscreen – they were very rugged at the time!
Over a few years, Peter spent a lot of money improving his spider, eventually to the point where he owned
a concours level Alfa, before he then decided to sell that too. He was forced into the unfortunate
realisation that, while he dearly loved this spider, a person with red hair, living in Queensland, at the bare
minimum needed a very large Panama hat in order to drive a convertible during much of the year.

Peter with his concours 75 Potenziata
With his pale complexion, perhaps ownership of a rag top was not the wisest decision any longer.
Therefore, he bought an Alfa 75 Potenziata, again from fellow Alfista, Rowan Jackson. As well as a hard
roof, this 3 litre Alfa also had reasonable air conditioning. Peter improved this car up to concours level.
Later, after selling it to a NSW-based collector, this car earned second place (missing by only one point)
at a Spettacolo in Melbourne.
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Peter’s 1983 Alfetta GTV6

Peter had always wanted to own
an Alfetta GTV6. Admittedly, he
really had stumbled into the Alfa
75. With help from Victor Lee,
Peter had searched and inspected
many Alfettas in Melbourne and
Sydney, but hadn’t found one that
was tidy enough or original.
So, when Richard Anderson mentioned a very nice Alfetta to him that a client had brought in, Peter
quickly snapped it up. This Alfetta GTV6 had been only driven occasionally in sprint races and it was still
very original. Only 95,000 kms travelled, with original logbooks and a sales letter, it also had matching
engine and chassis numbers. Peter really liked the look of this great condition, straight-bodied, rust-free
car, although its motor had been modified for racing.
After purchase, the Alfetta’s motor was rebuilt to standard specification. The car was taken back to
original spec elsewhere too and returned to an excellent condition. Recently, he has completed a full
repaint. He notes that the trim, still unchanged since purchase, is in the best and most original condition
he has seen. These days, he uses this Alfetta GTV6 at AROCA and other club events, but it is no longer
used for racing.
At AROCA QLD, Peter most recently was the social convenor. Before that, he had served as AROCA
QLD’s president for two years. He has been “member-at-large” for a number of years; helping with social
activities and runs, although, this year, he has withdrawn from his prior roles on the Qld club’s committee.
However, this supposed easing back hasn’t been that significant when you consider his current role as the
new AROCA national coordinator, begun during the pandemic, using Zoom meetings with the AROCA
Division presidents.
I asked Peter how he views the AROCA National Coordinator role. He first commends Victor Lee, who,
he says, did a great job as the previous National Coordinator. Victor set a high standard for him to
emulate.
Peter noted that, with the passing of time, the average age of many auto clubs’ members has continued to
increase. This trend follows the aging of the baby boomer generation, while younger members are not
joining clubs at the same rate as older members. There are many aging clubs; not just car clubs, including
others like Rotary and Lions clubs too.
He believes that a key to AROCA’s future in all states is the attraction of more new, younger members
and then getting them closely involved in their clubs early. He thinks there will be a need for clubs to
include new types of events, designed to attract the coming generation. This might include early morning
runs, dawn breaker runs, visits to Alfa dealerships and to repair shops in the cities.
Peter is concerned that, in South East Queensland, with no Alfa dealership south of Noosa, it has become
harder to develop Alfa Romeo marque interest. Apparently, the inside story is that the recently departed
Brisbane Alfa dealer had developed a new display centre in which the new Giulia and Stelvio models were
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featured, but this investment lost money. With not enough Alfas being sold (and not just in Queensland),
high discounts have been on offer for nearly new cars, but this cheaper entry price hasn’t enhanced the
desirability of the marque’s current offerings.
We talked about the challenges facing all types of club committees. The potential replacements for the
long-standing contributors on the committees of various AROCA divisions aren’t that evident. Gen X and
millennials may not be as interested in becoming committee members. A big challenge is to attract new
people with passion who can give back to the organisations they join. One of the challenges Peter has
accepted as National Coordinator is to work with the Divisions to consider how best to attract young
people onto the various AROCA division committees.

Other challenges that Peter has recognised include
how to improve engagement with FCA in Melbourne in
order that it may encourage local Alfa dealer and
related company involvement in all states; including
working out a strategy that can attract new members
nationally.

Peter and Robyn-Ann about to depart from Devonport
on the ferry.
Peter’s last objective is to consider how to support enhanced auto-sport competition across AROCA in
Australia. In NSW, Vic and SA, a twin spark cup has been moving forward. Meanwhile, in Qld and WA, it
seems that club competition activity is dwindling.
Building and maintaining a real national competition may be a hard objective, which he already
understands after his discussions with the club’s division presidents. A process for awarding Alfesta
trophies, including the Bob Gardiner trophy for competition, isn’t fully agreed. Peter believes that a
nationally-agreed decision should be reached concerning Alfa competition that will give club competition
participant members, across all divisions, the chance to become the national champion. In the meantime,
however, AROCA may have to continue its competition activities annually at Alfesta with its current
Divisional points system used in order to make trophy award decisions.
We talked about Peter’s favourite Alfa Romeo. He has two, the Alfa 33 Stradale, and the Alfetta 158/159
in which Fangio won the world championship. He does prefer the version of the 33 Stradale in that midblue colour, rather than the more commonly seen Alfa red version. The Alfetta 158 and 159 represented
the peak of the halcyon days for Alfa Romeo in racing. To be able to obtain over 400hp from a 1.5 litre
engine in the Alfettas of the early ‘50s was remarkable. The pure sound of the Alfetta 158/159 in You
Tube clips that show Fangio driving is unbeatable and intoxicating.
While Peter’s real passion is the Alfa Romeo marque, he does love cars in general. The Alfetta GTV6 is a
long-term keeper and the nicest thing about his GTV6 is the wonderful way it drives and handles, with that
sweet Busso 2.5 V6, and functional air conditioning - which is a must in Queensland!! It is without doubt
the best Alfa he has ever driven, and the Giugiaro design is so unique and timeless.
Peter’s other interests include driving his Toyota Prado, particularly on beach fishing expeditions, either
on Fraser or Stradbroke Islands, which he has done for the last 25 years. He thinks that Toyota and
Mercedes Benz produce the most reliable cars. His passion is saved for Alfa nonetheless. Even though
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the brand hasn’t been as well supported as others, no car quite stirs the passion for Peter like an Alfa,
even the Porches and Ferraris he has driven.
The interview ended with a conversation about potential future changes in travel and touring due to
environmental, legislative and economic impacts. Peter observed that emerging European standards are
an issue; diesel fuel is now out of consideration there and the emphasis on electric vehicles is rapidly
growing. He mentioned a RAV 4 hybrid SUV order, but as a 10 month-long wait progressed, he rethought
this hybrid option and went back to diesel, making another Prado purchase. In rural Australia, he believes
that diesel will continue for quite a while. While the change towards hybrid and electric cars is certainly
underway, he observes that a hybrid or electric Land Cruiser has a big hurdle to jump to achieve high
popularity in the hinterland.
For Australian car clubs, the values of classic cars are likely to continue increasing. There is a great
passion for classic cars across the country and some amazing historic cars collections do exist, though
many of them are privately and very quietly held. He wonders whether we will be allowed to drive these
old cars in the future? Old cars and their level of environmental friendliness clearly are growing issues.
Peter used to be a yachtie and crewed in ocean races. He remains a golf hacker, but only socially. He
loves cycling, but has had some close calls which have led him to leave the road-bike in the shed.
Other than his car hobby, he loves fishing off the beach and is very keen on catching large Tailor. These
days, he says North Stradbroke island is a better place than Fraser Island to fish for Tailor.

Peter with a 76cm tailor recently beach-caught at North Stradbroke.
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Titbits from the Alfisti interweb …
(to be viewed with an open mind, preferably in a comfy chair with a glass of your favourite tipple!)
Click the pointer,

, to the link to the article.

"A Storm In A GTV Cup - The Story Of Alfa Romeo's 916 'Serie Limitata'" by Italicar

Ashley Seward Motorsport to race two Alfa Romeo Giuliettas in the 2021 TCR Australia
According to Automobilsport.com, Ashley Seward Motorsport has confirmed it will race two Alfa Romeo
Giulietta cars in the 2021 TCR Australia. The Melbourne-based team has signed the 16-year-old rookie
Jay Hanson. See the full report here!

Fabio Ravaioli- photo TCR Australia
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Classic & Sports Car magazine’s - Alfa Romeo Alfasud buyer’s guide
For those who may be considering adding an Alfasud to the garage, or those who may already have or
had one of these iconic little Alfas, Classic & Sports Car magazine has published the:
“Alfa Romeo Alfasud buyer’s guide”

And this is the poster that sold the Sud to us in Oz!

AROCA Victoria Club Shop
Alfa Club merchandise currently in stock includes: Caps (black or red), Polo shirts (M or F) and Tee shirts
(grey or red). Direct all club merchandise enquiries to Adrian 0449 831 646 or shop@alfaclubvic.org.au.

Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
Club members and potential Alfa Romeo owners, who are considering buying a new car, are referred to
the Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program. See the official program near the end of this newsletter.

AROCA Victoria Sponsorship & Advertising
To sponsor AROCA Victoria and/or advertise in AROCA Victoria’s publications: Cross + Serpent;
Notizie Alfisti; and the web site AlfaClubVIC.org.au email: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au
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AROCA Victoria Calendar
Check the AROCA Victoria web site for updates.
Restrictions will apply to ALL of AROCA’s events for the foreseeable future:
•
•

Bookings for events will be limited according to the COVID restrictions in force at the time.
So be sure to book in advance, rather than be disappointed if you have to be turned away.
Remember to take & use facemasks and sanitizer as appropriate.

Save these dates
The following club related events are scheduled for the remainder of this year or early next year.
Depending on the CoViD pandemic situation at the time, some events may still have to be restricted in
size, postponed or cancelled, but meanwhile, the planning does go on!
•

Club Night Picnic-BBQ | Yarra Bend Park | Wednesday 13th January
Join Club members for the traditional kick-off for the new year. Start Time: 6.30pm
Melway Ref: 30 H12 : enter from Heidelberg Road & look for the Club Flag!

•

Targa Florio Australian Tribute | route TBA | 25th – 28th February

The Targa Florio Australian Tribute is now scheduled for 25th to 28th February 2021. The finish
will be in Lygon Street, Carlton, to coincide with the Carlton Italian Festa, also known as La Dolce
Italia or Lygon Street Fiesta.
•

Healesville Car Show | Healesville | Saturday 27th February

•

Carlton Italian Festa | Carlton | Sunday 28th February

•

Phillip Island Classic | Phillip Island | 5th to 8th March
Please note that due to Covid 19 restrictions, spectators may not be permitted to attend this event.

•

Summer Show & Shine - Modern Alfas | Pantry Fresh | 7th March TBC
An AROCA Show & Shine for modern Alfas (< 25 years old)

•

Summer Show & Shine - Classic Alfas | Pantry Fresh | 8th March TBC
An AROCA Show & Shine for Historic & Classic Alfas (25+ years old)

•

Alfisti Autumn Tour | Cuore Sportivo / Forays in the Snowys | 10th to 15th March
A joint AROCA Victoria & Alpine Alfisti Association of Australia autumn tour.
This year the Tour will run from Lilydale through the High Country and loop through the Snowy
Mountains travelling along some of the best* roads in the world!
Starting in Lilydale, proposed overnight stops are Beechworth, Wodonga, Tumut, Jindabyne &
Beechworth. Concluding in the King Valley on Tuesday. Route and overnight locations TBC.
Expressions of Interest are invited. RSVP to: Alpine.Alfisti@gmail.com
* Roads that are billiard table smooth with broad sweeping curves and stunning mountain vistas.
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•

AROCA Victoria - Annual General Meeting | Venue TBA | 10th March (or 12th May)

•

Melbourne Grand Prix | Albert Park | 18th to 21st March TBC!

•

ALFESTA 2021 | Fleurieu Peninsula, South Australia | Thursday 1 st to Monday 5th April

•

Auto Italia Canberra | Exhibition Park In Canberra (EPIC) | Sunday 18th April

•

AROCA Victoria - Annual General Meeting | Venue TBA | 12th May (if not 10th March)

•

RACV Alpine Trial Centenary | Gippsland & Victorian Alps | 20th to 27th November

Thank you!
Notizie Alfisti

… to the contributors to this, the 11th, edition of
: Bruce Baum, Greg Smith,
Walter Pagano, Clyde Hay, Leon Cottle, John Hanslow, Colin Edwards & Mandy Thompson
04012021

You too can contribute to the newsletter:
Notes, photos or brief reports of recent events, and any items of general interest to members, will be
gratefully accepted for publication in Notizie Alfisti. Contributions are preferred as text (e.g. Word)
rather than PDF and should be sent to: newsletter@AlfaClubVIC.org.au
Submit contributions at least seven days prior to the end of the month for inclusion in the next edition.
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Alfa Romeo Preferred Partner Program
AROCA Victoria members are eligible to access the Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program which
provides members with exclusive discounts across the entire Alfa Romeo® range – including Giulietta,
Giulia and Stelvio.
As an eligible member, you can take advantage of the current in-market retail offer, plus receive an
additional Alfa Romeo® Preferred Partner Program discount.
To access the member discount, log in to Alfa Romeo Australia’s online portal as described below:
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AROCA Victoria Sponsors
AROCA Victoria’s corporate sponsors are listed below. Click an image to visit the sponsor’s web site.

AROCA Victoria Event Hosts:

To sponsor, or advertise with, AROCA Victoria, send an email to: advertising@alfaclubvic.org.au

AROCA Victoria web: https://alfaclubvic.org.au/
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